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The ROUSH® Mustang

Welcome to the family! Thank you for bringing a new ROUSH® Mustang into your home. I have no doubt that this 
vehicle will provide you with much enjoyment for many years to come. Every time you turn the key, you will be driving 
your customized, one-of-a-kind ROUSH® Mustang, which will positively stand out from all the rest.

We like to say that “Between a race car and a road car… is a ROUSH® car.” What this means is that your Mustang 
is a blend between our racing heritage and the OEM work that we do for all the major automakers. The experience 
we have in engineering, manufacturing, prototyping, tooling, calibration, and all other areas are blended together to 
produce the ROUSH® Mustang.

This owner’s manual will cover some specifics relating to the ROUSH® content
added to the Ford Mustang. If you have any questions about the vehicle,
operation, or maintenance, visit www.ROUSHperformance.com or call us at
800.59.ROUSH (800.597.6874). 1
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Welcome to the Roush Family! Thank you for your purchase. Roush Performance takes pride in our vehicles and 
products and wants your customer experience to be a positive one. If you have any questions, concerns or 
comments, please call 1-800-59-ROUSH. A representative from our Customer Service team would be happy to 
provide assistance.

If you need help finding an authorized service or parts dealer, please visit: 
http://www.roushperformance.com/help/dealersearch.html
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SECTION 1 – ROUSH® POWERTRAIN COMPONENTS

The ROUSH® Supercharged Powertrains all have varying content. Your vehicle may or may not include some of 
the following components:

ROUSHcharger®

The latest technology on the market, the TVS 2650 takes superchargers to the next level. Improved air flow, 
isentropic efficiency and lower discharge temps all help with tremendous power potential of this head unit.

ROUSH® Intake Manifold
Custom made for the 5.0L DIPI Ti-VCT engine, this cast aluminum intake packages all of the requirements for an 
integrated charge air cooler and manifold in one.

ROUSH® Intercooler System
The stand alone water to air intercooler system helps with maintaining consistent air charge temperatures and 
delivering peek performance on demand.

ROUSH® Fuel System Upgrades
The ROUSH® kit utilizes higher-flow injectors that meet performance demands and retain everyday driveability.
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ROUSH® Engine / Transmission Calibration
The PCM/TCM (automatic transmission equipped vehicles) have unique calibrations developed specifically for 
the ROUSHcharged® engine packages. Countless hours of engine dynamometer testing, durability testing, cold & 
hot weather trips and varying altitude trips go into the end product you drive.
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SECTION 2 - ENGINE MAINTENANCE INFORMATION (Applicable to ROUSHcharged® Vehicles Only)

Before any repairs are made to your vehicle for any engine concern, please have your dealer contact ROUSH® 
Performance Customer Service between the hours of 8 AM to 5 PM Eastern Time, Monday through Friday, at 
800.59.ROUSH (800.597.6874) for diagnostic and repair assistance.

Your ROUSHcharged® vehicle has been uniquely calibrated by ROUSH® for proper operation of the Powertrain 
system. This calibration program may be accidentally erased if improperly accessed by any service tool having 
Powertrain Control Module (PCM) flash capabilities. Instruct your service technician to contact ROUSH® before 
performing service to the Powertrain control system.

Engine Fuel
As your ROUSHcharged® equipped vehicle is a high-performance vehicle, it requires the use of premium 
unleaded fuel of at least 91 octane (R+M)/2. Do not use any type of octane booster or other fuel additives as it 
may cause damage to the spark plugs, catalysts, and/or other emission control devices.

Fuel Filter
Your vehicle is equipped with a lifetime fuel filter that is integrated with the fuel tank. Regular maintenance or 
replacement is not needed.
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Engine Oil and Filter
Change your oil every 6 months or 5,000 miles, whichever occurs first, using Motorcraft SAE 5W-50 Full 
Synthetic Motor Oil. This should be done more frequently if high operating temperatures are encountered, or 
the vehicle is run hard for extended periods such as on a racetrack. The Motorcraft oil filter FL-500-S should be 
replaced every time you change your oil.

Spark Plug Information
If equipped with a ROUSHcharger®, your ROUSH® vehicle will have ROUSH® spark plugs with a preset gap. If your 
plugs need to be changed, contact ROUSH® Customer Service at 800.59.ROUSH for the correct part number. The 
use of a non-ROUSH® approved spark plug may damage the engine and will void your warranty.

Cooling Systems
Your ROUSH® Vehicle has two separate cooling systems – one for the engine and one for the intercooler system. 
Both use a 50/50 mix of Motorcraft Specialty Orange Engine Coolant and distilled water. This coolant mix 
provides both proper lubrication for the pumps in the system and anti-freeze/anti-boil protection. Consult the 
Ford Owner’s Guide for recommended fluid replacement intervals.
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Engine Coolant Fill Procedure
Fill the overflow bottle to the full line with coolant. Operate the engine until it reaches normal operating 
temperature. Check the overflow bottle and add coolant as necessary. Re-check the overflow bottle after the 
engine has cooled and, if necessary, add coolant to bring the level up to the full line. Repeat steps 1 through 3 
until no drop in coolant level is noted.

Intercooler Coolant Fill Procedure
Your ROUSH® vehicle is equipped with a single-core, air-to-water intercooler system with an electric water 
pump. This provides a cooler air charge to the cylinders, allowing your engine to develop more power. Add 
coolant until it is one inch from the top of the intercooler reservoir bottle. Turn the ignition key to the “ON” 
position to turn on the intercooler pump and purge any trapped air in the system. Repeat steps 1 and 2 until 
the reservoir stays at the full mark.

Powertrain Control Module (PCM)
The calibration values contained in the Powertrain Control Module are the exclusive property of ROUSH®, and 
contains highly proprietary, confidential, and trade secret information of ROUSH®. User may not copy, reverse 
engineer, create derivate works, transfer, loan, sell, lease, download, upload or disclose the calibration data 
contained in your ROUSH® vehicle to others in any manner whatsoever. Any routine or systematic 
re-distribution of any portion of ROUSH’s calibration data is expressly prohibited.
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Transmission
Your ROUSH® Vehicle was calibrated using factory transmission components, therefore no modifications are 
recommended. Refer to the Ford owner’s manual for the recommended fluid replacement intervals.

Traction Control
Your ROUSH® Vehicle is equipped with traction control, which can only be disabled by the operator after the 
vehicle is running. It is primarily intended for slippery road conditions. Due to the high acceleration capability 
of the ROUSHcharged® equipped vehicles , the traction control feature could engage while accelerating at 
wide-open throttle.
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Appendix A – Vacuum Schematic
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Appendix A – Vacuum Schematic
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Appendix B – Supercharger Accessory Belt Routing Diagram
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Appendix B – Supercharger Accessory Belt Routing Diagram
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Appendix C – Summary Table
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Appendix C – Summary Table

 Component  Part Number  Recommended Interval

 Oil Filter  Motorcraft FL-500-S  6 months / 5000 miles

 Oil  Motorcraft SAE 5W-50 Full Synthetic  6 months / 5000 miles

 Spark Plugs  Motorcraft M-12405-M50A (set of 8)  As Needed

 Accessory Drive Belt  K060806  As Needed

 Coolant  Motorcraft Specialty Orange Coolant  3 Years / 50,000 miles

 Consult your Mustang Owner’s Guide for all other specifications
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SECTION 3 - DID YOU KNOW:

•  Modifying your vehicle may void your Limited Powertrain Warranty. Please consult ROUSH® warranty prior to 
making any modifications.

•  Altering wheel and/or tire size beyond factory allowable specifications is not recommended. Doing so may 
cause your vehicle to experience a lack of performance and/or check engine light(s). Ensuring the correct 
tire size (rev/mile) has been accounted for inside the PCM/BCM is critical to normal vehicle function. This 
information must be updated using proper service tools by a certified installer/dealer prior to driving any 
vehicle with an altered wheel and/or tire combination.

•  Aftermarket clutches and/or flywheels are not recommended with Roush® calibrations. Choosing to do so may 
require a custom, non-Roush® calibration at your expense and it will void your Limited Powertrain Warranty.

•  Within 30 days of Supercharger installation, your warranty card must be sent to Roush® for vehicle 
registration. Warranty is only applicable to the original purchaser of the kit and is non-transferrable.

•  Regular Ford service intervals and fluids are recommended after installation of the Supercharger. Make sure 
you use the correct engine oil for your application. 2018+ Supercharged 5.0L Mustangs and F-150s require 5W-50 
full synthetic engine oil.
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Tire Replacement

If you replace your vehicle’s tires, make sure the size (aspect ratio) and load rating match the tires supplied 
with your vehicle because speedometer, odometer, and ABS brake operation are based on these factors. The use 
of tires larger than originally supplied may interfere with operation of these components and possibly cause 
vehicle damage. The proper size of tire is critical to vehicle performance, as off-size tires may cause a lack of 
performance and/or malfunction indicator light. Smaller tires may not properly seat on the wheels, causing a 
dangerous operating condition. We recommend purchasing replacement tires identical to those on your new 
vehicle. See your dealer or contact us at 800.59.ROUSH (800-597-6874).
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SECTION 4 - General Information about the ROUSH® Limited Warranty

WARRANTY PERIOD AND COVERAGE FOR NON-EMISSION ROUSH® PART(S)

The warranty coverage for ROUSH® Part(s) (other than emissions-related ROUSH® Part(s)) are split into two 
categories. ROUSH® Powertrain Warranty coverage and ROUSH Bumper to Bumper coverage. The ROUSH® 
Powertrain Warranty period is limited to the first to occur of 5 years or 60,000 miles, with the Bumper to 
Bumper period limited to the first to occur of 3 years or 36,000 miles. Both are subject to the limitations of 
coverage and exclusions identified below. The Warranty Start Date is determined by the Ford dealer OASIS 
(On-Line Service Information System) report (as stated in Section 5 - “When Does Your Warranty Begin”).

ENGINE COMPONENTS COVERED:

All internal lubricated parts, cylinder block, cylinder heads, electric fuel pump, electronic engine control unit, 
engine mounts, flywheel, manifold (exhaust and intake), manifold bolts, oil pan, oil pump, seals and gaskets, 
thermostat, thermostat housing, timing chain cover, timing chain (gears or belt), supercharger unit, valve covers, 
and water pump. If a failure of any of the above parts damages either the engine block or cylinder heads, a 
remanufactured long block assembly will be provided.
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TRANSMISSION COMPONENTS COVERED:

All internal parts, clutch cover, seals and gaskets, transmission case, and transmission mounts.
 
REAR AXLE COMPONENTS COVERED:

Axle shafts, bearings (front and rear), center support bearing, drive axle housing (including all internal parts), 
drive shaft, propeller shafts, retainers, supports, seals and gaskets, universal and constant velocity joints.

For vehicles prepped for or upfitted with a ROUSHcharger®, in addition to the points noted above under “What is 
Not Covered”, the following are NOT COVERED by this warranty for the ROUSHcharger®:

Engine components specifically not listed as “COVERED” under the ROUSHcharger® section found under 
“Limitation of Coverage”, including, but not limited to parts, filters, etc., that are required to be replaced as a 
part of a normal vehicle maintenance schedule.

Failure of related parts external to the transmission that causes a transmission claim including, but not limited 
to, transmission coolers, levers, controls, etc., will void coverage under this warranty.
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Installation or modification with aftermarket components including ROUSH® Retail Parts may void the Powertrain 
Warranty.
Further, this warranty DOES NOT COVER the original equipment manufacturer (OEM) exterior engine components, 
ignition, fuel system, or damage related to or arising from:

a)  Use of fuel with octane rating less than 91 (r+m)/2 (requires Premium Fuel), or contaminated fuel.

b) The use of non-ROUSH®-approved accessories, such as, headers, air induction, fuel additives (i.e. 
Octane booster), camshafts, nitrous oxide systems, rear end modifications, remanufactured components, 
or engines unauthorized by ROUSH® or OEM, and other aftermarket products.

c)  Damage or abuse related to overloading, PCM recalibration, misuse, negligence, road conditions, and 
other non-ROUSH® approved modifications.

 
Maintain Your Vehicle Properly
Your glove box contains a Ford Schedule Maintenance Guide for reference and recording maintenance work 
performed on your vehicle. Proper vehicle maintenance is the sole responsibility of the vehicle owner.
ROUSH® Performance Products and/or Ford Motor Company may deny you warranty coverage if you fail to keep 
records and receipts that verify vehicle maintenance specified in the Ford Schedule Maintenance Guide has 
been performed.
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Section 5 - When Does Your Warranty Begin 

When Does Your ROUSH® Warranty Begin?

Your ROUSH® warranty begins either the day you take delivery of your new vehicle or the day it is first put into 
service (for example, as a dealer demonstrator), whichever occurs first. The vehicle’s original in-service date or 
warranty start date (W.S.D.) is determined by Ford dealer OASIS (On-Line Service Information System) report.
Should you ever require warranty repairs to any ROUSH® part on your vehicle, we recommend that you take 
your vehicle to an authorized Ford Dealer that sells ROUSH® vehicles for service.

Who Pays For ROUSH® Warranty Repairs?

You will not be charged for covered warranty repairs made during the warranty periods identified in the ROUSH® 
Limited Warranty for those ROUSH® parts installed by ROUSH®. All initial warranty claims are processed through 
your dealer and the ROUSH® Performance corporate office in Plymouth, Michigan, regardless of where the 
vehicle was purchased.
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Vehicle Service

ROUSH® has authorized specific Ford Dealers to sell and service our vehicles. In case a service need arises, we 
suggest you contact your selling Ford Dealer for service, who wants to ensure your continued satisfaction. If this 
is not possible, you may take your vehicle to any authorized Ford Dealer that sells ROUSH® vehicles for
service. If you have a warranty claim, please contact your local Ford dealer that sells ROUSH® vehicles or contact 
ROUSH® Performance Customer Service between 8 AM and 5 PM Eastern Time, Monday through Friday, at
800.59. ROUSH (800.597.6874). Please have the vehicle identification number (V.I.N.) available.
 
Emergency Repairs

If you encounter an emergency where neither an authorized Ford Dealer that sells ROUSH® vehicles, nor any 
authorized Ford Dealer is available to repair your vehicle and you must have repairs made by someone else, 
ROUSH® may reimburse you for the cost of repairs (within reason) and with prior approval from ROUSH®. Be 
sure to obtain the parts that were replaced along with a receipt for the repairs. Present both to your local 
authorized Ford Dealer that sells ROUSH® vehicles, who will work with ROUSH® to determine if the repair is 
warrantable and reimbursement is justified.
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Customer Service

Customer satisfaction is a primary objective of ROUSH®, and we make every attempt to ensure that our owners 
are satisfied. We recognize the importance of retaining customer confidence in us after the purchase, and rely 
on those Ford Dealers that sell ROUSH® vehicles to maintain effective customer relations.
If you have any questions or issues relating to your ROUSH® vehicle, we suggest you follow these steps:

1. First, contact your selling Ford Dealership salesperson or service advisor.
2. If your concerns remain unresolved after Step 1, please contact the dealership’s Sales Manager or 

Service Manager.
3. If you are still unable to resolve your concern, please feel free to contact ROUSH® Performance 

Customer Service between the hours of 8 AM and 5 PM Eastern Standard Time, Monday through 
Friday, at 800.59.ROUSH (800.597.6874). A ROUSH® representative will assist you in resolving your 
concern.

 
Production Changes

ROUSH® and those authorized Ford dealers that sell ROUSH® vehicles reserve the right to make changes  in 
vehicles at any time without incurring any obligation to make the same or similar changes on vehicles 
previously built or sold.
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Does The ROUSH® Warranty Apply In Other Countries?
The ROUSH® Limited Warranty described here applies to your vehicle if:

• It was originally sold or leased by a Ford dealer in the United States or U.S. Federalized Territories 
that sells ROUSH® Performance Products, and it was originally registered/licensed and operated in the 
United States, U.S. Federalized Territories, or Canada; or

• It was originally purchased through the Ford Export Operations Military Sales Program. If you meet 
either of these two requirements, you have ROUSH® warranty coverage when you travel with your 
vehicle outside of the United States or Canada. In some cases, you may have to pay the servicing 
authorized Ford Dealer in a foreign country for a repair that is covered under the ROUSH® warranty. 
If this occurs, be sure to save the paid repair order or invoice. For refund consideration, you should 
present your receipt to your U.S. or Canada authorized Ford dealer that sells and services ROUSH® 
vehicles.
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SECTION 6 - ROUSH LIMITED WARRANTY

WHO IS COVERED

The vehicle is covered for the original purchaser of a new, genuine ROUSH® vehicle that has been upfitted by 
the ROUSH® factory with genuine ROUSH® parts and components (individually and collectively called “ROUSH® 
Part(s)”) and purchased from an authorized Ford Dealer that sells ROUSH® vehicles. This Limited Warranty is 
transferable from the original purchaser to subsequent owners within the warranty period. The term ‘’ROUSH® 
Part(s)’’ as used in this Limited Warranty includes all ROUSH®-installed parts and components on the vehicle, 
unless the part is separately called out in this warranty.

WARRANTY PERIOD AND COVERAGE FOR NON-EMISSION ROUSH® PART(S)

The warranty period for ROUSH® Part(s) (other than emissions-related ROUSH® Part(s)) are split into two 
categories. ROUSH® Powertrain Warranty coverage and ROUSH Bumper to Bumper coverage. The ROUSH 
Powertrain Warranty period is limited to the first to occur of 5 years or 60,000 miles, with the Bumper to 
Bumper period limited to the first to occur of 3 years or 36,000 miles. Both are subject to the limitations of 
coverage and exclusions identified below. The Warranty Start Date is determined by the Ford dealer OASIS 
(On-Line Service Information System) report (as stated in Section 5 - “When Does Your Warranty Begin”).
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When installed, ROUSH® Part(s) will void the Ford warranty as it pertains to that specific part or component (i.e., 
a ROUSH® suspension package will only void the Ford suspension warranty). The ROUSH® warranty only covers 
defects in materials and workmanship of ROUSH® Part(s) and their installation, from the date and mileage your 
vehicle is first put into service. During the warranty period ROUSH® will in its sole discretion repair, replace, 
or adjust any defective ROUSH® Part(s) on the vehicle or other substantially damaged areas on the vehicle 
that arise as a direct result of interaction with the defective ROUSH® Part(s). A replaced ROUSH® Part(s) or 
component assumes the remaining warranty of the original replaced. ROUSH® reserves the right to improve or 
modify any ROUSH® Part(s) without assuming any obligation to update or replace any previously manufactured 
and installed ROUSH® Part(s).
 
WHAT IS NOT COVERED?

The following circumstances are intended to parallel standard Ford warranty exclusions and are not covered by 
this warranty, including but not limited to:

• Abnormal operation, road hazards, misuse, abuse, neglect, accidents, collision, fire, theft, freezing, 
vandalism, riot, explosion, or objects striking the vehicle;

• Participating in or preparation of the vehicle for racing or other high-performance driving activity (on 
a track or otherwise), including but not limited to competition driving, participation in timed driving 
events, and performance driving school training or practice;
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• Misusing the vehicle, such as driving over curbs, overloading, racing, or using the vehicle as a 
stationary power source;

• Altering, disassembling, or modifying the ROUSH® Part(s) after the vehicle leaves the Ford Dealer’s or 
ROUSH®’s control;

• Tampering with the vehicle or with other parts (OEM or ROUSH®) that affect the ROUSH® Part(s) 
including without limitation, the emissions systems or the other parts that affect these systems;

• Defects caused or induced by failures, breakdowns, or damage by other parts, components, or the 
vehicle;

• Vehicle recall or service campaign warranty claims negotiable on an incident-by-incident basis; 
• Subjecting the ROUSH® Part(s) to excess moisture or water or any motor vehicle fluids (e.g. oil,  

anti-freeze, battery acid, brake fluid, etc.) or driving through water deep enough to cause water to be 
ingested into the engine;

• Acts of God, acts of war or terrorism, natural disasters, and other similar causes beyond the 
reasonable control of ROUSH®;

• Application of chemicals that affect the ROUSH® Part(s) including, without limitation, caustic (acid 
based) cleaners on chrome, coated, or finished surfaces;

• Lack of maintenance or lack of fluids;
• Failure to follow recommended maintenance of the ROUSH® Part(s) including without limitation 

periodic cleaning and polishing;
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• Damage resulting from a collision (including operation of such an impaired vehicle will void this 
warranty), owner is responsible for ensuring no further damage occurs once damage has occurred;

• Valve replacement on ROUSH® wheels and using proper weights on ROUSH® chrome wheels;
• Using improperly-sized tires on the ROUSH® wheels that are not in accordance with standards 

recommended by ROUSH® or the Tire and Rim Association;
• Inflating the tires on the ROUSH® wheels beyond the maximum or below the minimum air pressure as 

specified by the tire manufacturer;
• Altering, modifying, or subjecting the ROUSH® wheels to processing such as heating, welding, 

straightening, or machining; 
• Brake pads or other items that would be consumed in the course of driving the vehicle;
• Installation or modification with aftermarket components including ROUSH® Retail Performance Parts 

may void the Powertrain Warranty
This warranty does not cover surface deterioration of paint, finish, trim, and appearance items on any ROUSH® 
Part(s) that result from use and/or exposure to the elements such as stone chips, bird droppings, lightning, hail, 
windstorm, dings, dents, earthquake, road salt, brake dust, trees (sap, leaves, berries, etc.), water or flood, surface 
corrosion, damage, chips, dents, scratches, customer neglect, or normal wear and tear.
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MAINTENANCE/WEAR

The ROUSH® Limited Warranty does not cover: (1) parts and labor needed to maintain the vehicle; and (2) the 
replacement of parts due to normal wear and tear. You, as the owner, are responsible for these items. Some 
examples of maintenance and normal wear are:

• Oil changes
• Oils, lubricants, and other fluids
• Oil/air filters
• Cleaning/polishing
• Clutch linings
• Wiper blades
• Tire rotation/inflation
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SECTION 7 - HOW TO GET SERVICE FOR NON- EMISSIONS ROUSH® PART(S)

For warranty service, ROUSH® recommends that you bring your vehicle to an authorized Ford Dealer that sells 
ROUSH® vehicles, or if one is not available, to any authorized Ford Dealer. The dealer will review and submit all 
claims for defects in, or damage arising from ROUSH® Part(s) or their faulty installation. ROUSH® will promptly 
assess the claim and make a determination regarding the claim. To the extent Ford’s warranty is involved, the 
final action will be determined by a combined analysis by the Ford Dealer, Ford Motor Company, and a ROUSH® 
Performance representative. The Ford Dealer must receive ROUSH®’s written authorization before beginning any 
work to be billed to ROUSH®.

ROUSH® reserves the right to transport your vehicle to the ROUSH® factory for any repair, replacement, or 
adjustment of ROUSH® Part(s). However, ROUSH®’s warranty does not cover the cost of rental cars or towing 
during the performance of any such repair, replacement, or adjustment service, whether performed at ROUSH®’s 
factory or a Ford Dealership.

For further information about ROUSH® Performance vehicles and products, call us between the hours of 8 AM 
and 5 PM Eastern Standard Time, Monday through Friday, at 800.59.ROUSH (800.597.6874), or locate us on the 
World Wide Web at www.ROUSHperformance.com.
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SECTION 8 - ROUSH®’S WARRANTY COVERAGE AND AFTERMARKET PARTS/RACING

ROUSH® vehicles are engineered for street performance and are not intended or warranted for racing on a track 
or otherwise. ROUSH® does not recommend modifying or racing ROUSH® vehicles, as they are designed to be 
driven as built and delivered from ROUSH®.

Although the installation of aftermarket parts by itself will not void the ROUSH® Limited Warranty, failures  
that result from these parts or modifications may result in a denial of warranty coverage by ROUSH® for such 
damage. The best rule of thumb is to consider whether any modification you do may cause any component to 
fail, and if it does, recognize that ROUSH® will likely deny warranty coverage for any subsequent damage.
If you intend to race the ROUSH® vehicle on track or otherwise, and the loss of warranty coverage is not a 
concern, ROUSH® recommends that you make those modifications necessary to ensure that the vehicle can be 
driven safely under such conditions. Again, subjecting the vehicle to racing, track preparation and participation, 
and competition conditions will void the ROUSH® Limited Warranty; therefore, all repairs to the vehicle will be 
non-reimbursable.
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SECTION 9 - WARRANTY DISCLAIMER AND LIMITATION OF LIABILITY

The ROUSH® limited warranty and its remedies described in this ROUSH® owner’s guide supplement are 
exclusive and in lieu of all other warranties, remedies, and conditions, whether oral or written, statutory, 
expressed or implied, as permitted by applicable law. ROUSH® specifically disclaims all express, statutory, or 
implied warranties, including, without limitation, the warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular 
purpose, and warranties against hidden or latent defects. If ROUSH® cannot lawfully disclaim any statutory or 
implied warranties then to the extent permitted by law, all such warranties shall be limited in duration to the 
warranty period and the warranty coverage described herein. Except as provided in this warranty and to the 
extent permitted by law, ROUSH® is not responsible for special, indirect, consequential, incidental, or punitive 
damages resulting from any breach of warranty or condition, or under any other legal theory including, without 
limitation, loss of earnings, personal damages, personal injury (including death), personal expenses (food, room, 
medical, dental), or rental vehicle expenses. ROUSH®’s maximum liability to you for any and all loss or damage, 
whether as a result of breach of contract, warranty, tort (including negligence and strict liability), or otherwise, 
shall be limited to the actual price paid by you for the ROUSH® package of ROUSH® part(s) installed on the 
ROUSH® vehicle that gave rise to the claim.
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SECTION 10 - CUSTOMER ASSISTANCE AND HOW STATE LAW APPLIES

If you are not satisfied with the handling of a warranty matter, please contact ROUSH® Performance Customer 
Service between the hours of 8 AM and 5 PM Eastern Standard Time, Monday through Friday, at 
800.59.ROUSH (800.597.6874).

This ROUSH® Limited Warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may have other rights which vary from 
state to state.
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SECTION 11 – CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING STATEMENT

WARNING: Some constituents of engine exhaust, certain vehicle components, certain fluids contained in vehicles, 
and certain products of component wear contain or emit chemicals known to the State of California to cause 
cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm.
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ROUSH® LIMITED POWERTRAIN REGISTRATION
(Please Print)

First Name Middle Name Last Name

Street Address

City State Zip

Daytime Phone e-mail address

VIN: Serial #:

Purchase Date: Dealership: ROUSH® Model Purchased:

How did you learn about ROUSH®?      l Newspaper/Magazine l Dealer Recommendation      l Referral

l Other

Have you previously purchased ROUSH® Performance products?   l Vehicles      l Parts

Where do you buy aftermarket parts?

Are you a member of the ROUSH® Road Crew™, official ROUSH® Club?   l Yes      l No
FREE first year membership in the ROUSH® Road Crew with the purchase of a new serialized ROUSH® vehicle. 
$35 value, new members only.
l Yes, sign me up! Learn more at www.ROUSHroadcrew.comwww.facebook.com/roushroadcrew/
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ROUSH Registration
39555 Schoolcraft Rd.
Plymouth Twp., MI 48170

Place
Stamp
Here





facebook.com/ROUSHperformance twitter.com/ROUSHperf youtube.com/user/ROUSHperformance

800.59.ROUSH
ROUSHperformance.com


